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“To know is not enough.  We will end 
the violence not just by 
understanding the experiences of 
victims, but by letting that 
understanding transform our work 
and our lives.  When our knowledge 
is met with compassion for victims’ 
lives and a powerful sense of our 
collective responsibility, we can 
transform the conditions that allow 
abuse to thrive.”

-Washington State Coalition Against 

Domestic Violence



Intimate Partner Fatality 

Review  Defined
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A retrospective examination of deaths  by a 
multiagency, multidisciplinary team in order 
to 

(1) understand precise circumstances of fatal 
events and injuries 

(2) identify risk factors present prior to and at 
the time of death 

(3) recommend specific interventions and 
changes that would reduce similar deaths 
in the future through improved responses 
to victims and perpetrators
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Origins of Fatality Review

Automobile industry:
▪ improve car safety and design

▪ reduce injury and death

Medical profession:
▪ examine practices, procedures, and policies

▪ peer review to prevent medical errors



Origins of Fatality Review

Since 1990s, adapted by social service, 
advocates, and public health 
professionals to review other deaths of 
interest:  

Populations: children, homeless people, 
fetal, maternal, vulnerable adults, elders

Types of deaths:  suicide, homicide, child 
abuse, drug overdoses, domestic violence



Latin:  Mortui vivos docebunt

Translation:  The dead shall teach the 

living



Purpose of Intimate 

Partner Fatality Review
▪ Take a systematic approach to domestic violence injury 

and death.

▪ Evaluate efficacy of systems addressing domestic 
violence.

▪ Identify gap and problems as well as points of 
intervention.

▪ Make recommendations for improved services, 
prevention, policy change, practice, training and 
education, and legislation.

▪ Improve community response to domestic violence 
through coordination and communication.   
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Hallmarks of Fatality Review
▪ Retrospective

▪ Multidisciplinary, multiagency

▪ Confidential 

▪ Forward-looking, positive

▪ Oriented to improvement and change

▪ No blame, no shame

▪ About the living
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What Fatality Review is Not

▪ A blame game.

▪ A gotcha.

▪ Second guessing the past.

▪ About the dead.
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▪ It works!  Fatality review provides a fine 

grained, detailed picture of risk and violence. 

▪ Intimate partner deaths are premature and 

preventable.  Fatality review is an opportunity 

to identify how to prevent them.

▪ The people and professionals on a Team – its 

members – are in strong position to understand 

and design interventions.

▪ Philadelphia carries a clear burden of these 

deaths in Pennsylvania.

Why Conduct Fatality Review in 

Philadelphia?
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Intimate Partner Fatality 

Review:  

Overview of the Process
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▪ Convene a multidisciplinary team of 
stakeholders

▪ Identify mission and protocol for team 
reviews

▪ Train team members

▪ Review cases

▪ Make recommendations

▪ Educate community about findings and   

▪ recommendations

▪ Implement recommendations

▪ Evaluate impact of recommendations 
on practice, policy, lethality 



Convene Core Group to 

Plan Team

▪ Write a mission statement

▪ Prepare protocol or policy:
▪ Frequency of meetings

▪ Cases to review

▪ Case identification and selection

▪ Time frame for cases to review – which year

▪ Team members

▪ Roles of team members

▪ Length of appointment for members

▪ Confidentiality requirements



Convene Core Group to 

Plan Team - continued

▪ Prepare protocol or policy - continued:
▪ Record/information request and sharing

▪ Input from family and friends

▪ Which data will be collected

▪ How will data be collected and stored

▪ How Team will relate findings to community and 
stakeholder agencies 

▪ Person(s) who will speak with media

▪ Identify additional team members and 
stakeholders



Team Membership

▪ Intimate partner violence is a 

community problem.

▪ Think broadly and creatively about 

team membership:  which agencies, 

organizations, people play a role in 

response to intimate partner violence 

in Philadelphia?

▪ Membership evolves and grows with 

team and its findings.  



Ins and Outs of Team 

Membership

▪ What members bring to the Team

▪ Knowledge and expertise

▪ Interpretation of policy and practice

▪ Passion for the issue

▪ What members take from the Team

▪ Findings and recommendations from 

Team back to agencies

▪ Champions for improvements and 

changes



Poverty

Racism

Hx of 

assault

Isolation

Strangulation

Financial instabilityUnrelated 

children in home

Substance misuse

Power and 

control 

Inadequate 

housing

Intimate Partner Violence and Homicide 

Firearms in 

home

Unhealthy 

family 

relationships

Threats of suicide

Identify the Risk Factors

Traditional 

gender norms

Treats of 

violence or 

death

Mistrust of law 

enforcement

Strangulation

Mental 

health 

problems

Delinquent 

behavior as 

youth

Hx of physical 

and sexual 

abuse as child

Abuse of 

pets

Lack of 

funding 

for 

services

Weak laws

Weak community 

sanctions

Child custody

End of 

relationship
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Domestic Violence Fatality 

Review Team Members

▪ Domestic Violence Service Providers and 
Advocates

▪ Prosecutors

▪ Law Enforcement Officers

▪ Mental Health Providers

▪ Social Service Providers

▪ Health Care Professionals

▪ Forensic nurses/Emergency room physicians

▪ Animal welfare/fostering organizations
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Team Members continued … 

▪ Perpetrator/Batterer Service Providers

▪ School Representatives

▪ Judges

▪ Magistrates

▪ Public Defenders

▪ Probation and Parole Officers

▪ Faith communities

▪ Representatives from Communities of 

Color/Social Justice

▪ Local government
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Build Team Capacity for 

Review through Training
▪ Community capacity and structure for 

response to domestic violence 

▪ Domestic violence – dynamics of risk and 

lethality

▪ Fatality review

▪ Conducting reviews

▪ Developing findings and 

recommendations

▪ Preparing team reports

▪ System assessment

Group dynamics



Confidentiality:   The 

Linchpin of Review Teams

▪ Agreements and understandings on 
confidentiality are critical and essential.

▪ Inform all stages of the process of team 
development – from garnering support for team 
and identifying members to reporting findings 
and recommendations to the community.

▪ Reinforced in all team correspondence and 
throughout review process.



Levels of Confidentiality

▪ Team discussions and sharing of information 

during reviews and recommendation process

▪ Agency reports, verbal information, and facts 

shared during review

▪ Member team members cannot share or discuss 

information outside of team meetings 



Facilitating Confidentiality

▪ Educational process from the beginning

▪ Supported and modeled by Team leadership

See Document and Resource sections of National 
Domestic Violence Fatality Review Initiative’s website 
at ndvfri.org/ confidentiality agreements and policies 
from other states.  

https://ndvfri.org/


Records and Information  

Needed for Effective Reviews

Overall,  all records and reports that tell the story of 

the relationship between the perpetrator and the 

victim.  Who met this perpetrator and this victim 

along the way?  What did they know and when did 

they know it? What interventions were implemented, 

when, and with what outcome?  



Records and Information 

Needed for Effective Reviews
▪ Adoption

▪ Animal control

▪ Medical examiner 

▪ Batterer intervention

▪ Child support

▪ Court 

▪ Court advocate

▪ Criminal History

▪ Domestic violence 

programs/shelters

▪ Employment

▪ Faith community

▪ Family history

▪ Former intimate 

partner interviews

▪ Housing/landlord 

▪ Insurance policies

▪ Juvenile records

▪ Law enforcement

▪ Marriage counseling
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Records and Information 

Needed for Effective Reviews 
▪ Medical/dental 

▪ Medical provider 
interviews

▪ Mental health

▪ Military

▪ Newspaper/media

▪ Pre-trial services

▪ Prosecution

▪ School

▪ Security guard

▪ Social services

▪ Other services

▪ Suicide intervention

▪ Victim advocate

▪ Weapons

▪ Witnesses: neighbors, 
friends, co-workers
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The Process of Review
▪ Confidential

▪ Can take several meetings depending on model for 

review

▪ Different models:

▪ Team members bring and present information from 

their agencies or organizations.

▪ Team members share records and information with 

coordinator who prepares a summary or a time 

line for Team review and discussion.

▪ Agency personnel who worked directly with 

victim, family, perpetrator attends review 

meeting and presents information, answers 

questions.
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Process of Review

▪ Using a lens of system review, Team 

members analyze the community 

response to victim and perpetrator 

▪ Identify gaps or problems in that 

response, missed opportunities to 

intervene

▪ Discuss whether the death was 

preventable

▪ Identify potential recommendations 

specific to the case
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Types of Recommendations

▪ Law

▪ Organizational Policy and Practice

▪ Interagency Services/Linkages

▪ Capacity Building through training, 
resources, and funding

▪ Training

▪ Community-based Education

▪ Strengthening Individual Knowledge and 
Skills 33



Said Another Way

▪ Identify places where decedent touches the 

system:  who met this decedent along the 

way?

▪ What might they have done to prevent the 

abuse, the injury, the death?  What do they 

need – law, policy, practice, services training –

to support protective efforts?

▪ How were systems prevented from 

intervening?  
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Recording Team Findings and 

Review 
Critical to collect factual information and Team 

sentiment and review about cases.  This information is 

shared in reports:

▪ Who are victims?  Who are perpetrators?

▪ Hot spots in city for violence.

▪ Risk factors identified with benefit of retrospective review.

▪ Lethality factors identified in review.

▪ Agencies and organizations who worked with victim and/or 

perpetrator.

▪ What gaps and problems identified through Team review?

▪ What specific recommendations were mentioned?  35



Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

See Document and Resource sections of National 

Domestic Violence Fatality Review Initiative’s 

website at ndvfri.org for data collection tools and 

databases used by other states.  

https://ndvfri.org/


Reporting Back to Community 

and Stakeholders

▪ Once review period is complete, summarize 

key findings and generate 

recommendations.  

▪ Share results/reports with community, key 

agencies and organizations.

▪ Use media to help communicate 

information.  



Don’t Reinvent the Wheel

See Document and Resource sections of National 

Domestic Violence Fatality Review Initiative’s 

website at ndvfri.org for reports and 

recommendations from other states and localities.  

https://ndvfri.org/


Devote Team Time and 

Energy to Recommendations

▪ Assign a lead for each recommendation.  Who 

will champion and follow it?  

▪ Periodically evaluate if/how Team’s work is 

changing response in Philadelphia.

▪ Celebrate successes.  

▪ Tell the community, use the media to announce 

improvements.



Fatality Review Recommendations:

Community-Specific Examples

Chesterfield:

▪ Finding: 64% of offenders had prior arrests, 

half of which involved domestic violence.

▪ Recommendation: Improve identification of 

repeat offenders and assess for increased 

services and supervision.

▪ Result: Police Department increased 

documentation on repeat calls for service 

and domestic violence arrests and made 

available to other agencies.
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Fatality Review Recommendations:

Community-Specific Examples

Lynchburg

▪ Finding: Perpetrator was notified of outstanding 

assault and battery misdemeanor warrant by mail, 

which put victim at risk.  Victim was murdered 

that evening.

▪ Recommendation:  Police department should 

eliminate this policy in dating and domestic 

violence cases.

▪ Result: Police department eliminated their policy 

of notification by mail when serving a warrant for 

an assault document. 41



Fatality Review Recommendations:

Community-Specific Examples

Fairfax

▪ Finding: 38% of cases involved conflict over 

child custody.

▪ Recommendation: Create additional 

opportunities for affordable and accessible 

safe exchange and supervised visitation of 

children in high-risk domestic violence 

cases.

▪ Result: Proposed work with existing services 

to develop plan for replicating in other sites 

throughout the county.
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Fatality Review Recommendations:

Community-Specific Examples

Henrico

▪ Finding: The majority of firearm deaths were 
committed by individuals who were not legally 
permitted to possess them.

▪ Recommendation: Virginia legislature should 
consider amending Virginia Code to include 
language resembling federal law which 
prohibits possession of a firearm by a person 
who is the subject of a protective order or 
convicted of domestic violence.  

▪ Result: Virginia legislature considered two 
such bills. 43



Practices that Support Strong 

Reviews
▪ Stakeholder endorsements

▪ Committed team members and agencies

▪ Strong confidentiality practices

▪ Consensus model of decision making

▪ Focus on the response system, not the people

▪ Using a timeline approach to understand the passage of time and   
dynamics of case under review

▪ Gathering information from family and friends 

▪ Written findings and recommendations

▪ Feedback to the community

▪ Accomplishments that improve community response to violence



The Benefits of Review

▪ Enhances inter-agency collaboration and learning 

and a system approach to violence

▪ Builds inter-agency trust and communication

▪ Fosters concrete and innovative approaches to 

domestic violence

▪ Makes domestic violence a priority in your 

community

▪ Makes something good come from violence and loss
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Questions????


